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Disclaimer
Sources
The following slides are derived – somewhere quite straightforwardly –
from a number of excellent scientific sources by eminent biologists
such as [Gou02, Ros14, MV80, VMU74, Kau01]
Most of the material from those sources has been re-used in the
following, and integrated with new material according to the personal
view of the professor of this course
who is NOT a biologist
As a result, every problem or mistake contained in these slides should
be attributed to the sole responsibility of the professor of this course
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Evolutionary Biology A Vision over Biological Systems
Biology & Evolutionary Biology
Biology
. . . is the study of living organisms, or – perhaps more generally – of
living systems: their structure, function, growth, origin, evolution, and
distribution
Evolutionary biology
. . . studies how evolutionary processes produced diversity of life on Earth;
that is, how biological systems evolved over the ages [Gou02]. As a result,
the view of evolutionary biology over biological systems includes
not just how they are made, and how they do work
but also – and mainly – how they do evolved towards their current
form—the one we can presently observe
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Evolutionary Biology A Vision over Biological Systems
Biology vs. Evolutionary Biology
evolutionary biology is indeed a (nowadays constitutive) part of
biology
however, the look of evolutionary biologists over biological systems
tends to be less analytical, and wider, than the one by biologists
including an overall view of the life on Earth over space and time
boundaries
and the role and mutual influences of all organisms, species, and
ecosystems that inhabit (or, have inhabited) our planet
Roughly speaking, evolutionary biology provides us with a global view over
biological systems at every conceivable level
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Evolutionary Biology Evolution
Evolution & Diversity I
Not just genetic expression
genes (and their products) cannot explain the full range of variation
and diversity
according to molecular biology, even distantly related organisms use
similar processes for cellular function, development, and metabolism
[Ros14]
bacteria and humans share part of the same metabolism
microscopic fungi and humans exhibit a very similar basic cell
organization and functions
and so on and so forth
→ most processes are conserved during evolution
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Evolutionary Biology Evolution
Evolution & Diversity II
Theory of facilitation variation [KG06]
while new features emerge without forerunners in more ancestral
organisms, “the core cellular processes” are conserved throughout
evolution
“a surprisingly small number of genes for humans and complex animal
forms reflects the anatomical and physiological complexity that can
be achieved by the reuse of genetic products” [Ros14]
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Evolutionary Biology Evolution
Evolution & Diversity III
A key question in evolutionary biology
So
how can we explain the huge diversity of life despite its deep and
pervasively similar molecular architecture? [Ros14]
how do organisms, species, and life overall progress along their
evolutionary path?
and, do they actually progress?
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Evolutionary Biology Evolution
Progress in Evolution I
A controversial issue
According to [Ros14], the acceptation of the word progress conveys a
number of diverse meanings—from Darwin to contemporary biologists
1 change leads to new (higher) organisms
2 which are somehow improved
3 progression is linear
4 evolution is an intrinsic force driving such a process
5 progression has a goal / end / culmination / perfection
Nowadays, we just need the first acceptation: however, we need to
understand what is higher , what is change, and what is actually
progressing along with evolution
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Evolutionary Biology Evolution
Progress in Evolution II
Progress of what?
increased potential for survival?
increased efficiency of some form, like, energy consumption?
increased amount of information in genes?
increased differentiation?
increased complexity?
increased emancipation from the environment?
Nowadays, complexity is often used instead of progress: this, however,
does not offer any explanation—no clear large-scale patterns in evolution,
here
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Biological Autonomy Systems Biology & Autopoiesis
Systems Biology
Systems Biology aims at understanding whole biological systems by
integrating all known regulatory and molecular processes [Kit02]
most of the approaches in biology are analytical , aiming at
understanding individual biological processes—at every level
biological systems are highly hierarchical [Kau01]
both horizontal and vertical integration of biological models are
complicated issues
and a subject for systems biologists
How could all known biological mechanisms and processes be integrated in
a coherent overall view?
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Biological Autonomy Systems Biology & Autopoiesis
Autopoiesis I
Autopoiesis is the ability of a complex system of maintaining its own
overall coherence, in terms of structure and organisation, through the
mutual interactions of its components
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Biological Autonomy Systems Biology & Autopoiesis
Autopoiesis II
Living systems as autopoietic systems [MV80, VMU74]
living systems as autopoietic units capable of sustaining themselves
based on an inner network of reactions that generate and regenerate
all the system components
all pertinent processes required have an inner efficient cause
structures, based on a flow of molecules and energy, produce the
components that, in turn, continue to maintain the organised
bounded structure that gives rise to these components
self-reference and self-maintenance are core notions here
coherent and ordered global system behaviour of the system
constrains / governs the behaviour of the individual components,
while the component behaviour sustains the global order (circular
causality)
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Biological Autonomy Systems Biology & Autopoiesis
Autopoiesis & Autonomy [Tho10] I
According to Varela [MV80], autonomous systems
acquire the property of specifying their own rules of behaviour
do not work as transducers or functions for converting input
instructions into output products
are the sources of their own activity , which specify their own domains
of interaction
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Biological Autonomy Systems Biology & Autopoiesis
Autopoiesis & Autonomy [Tho10] II
“In fact, the notion of autopoiesis can be described as a
characterisation of the mechanisms which endow living systems
with the property of being autonomous; autopoiesis is an
explication of the autonomy of the living” [MV80]
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Biological Autonomy Autonomy in Biological Systems
Autonomy of a Cell [Tho10, Ros14]
the cell stands out of a molecular soup by actively creating the
boundaries that
set it apart from what it is not
and simultaneously regulate its interactions with the environment
metabolic processes within the cell construct these boundaries, but the
metabolic processes themselves are made possible by those boundaries
thus, the cell emerges as a figure standing out of a chemical
background
should this process of self-production be interrupted, the cellular
components no longer form a unit, gradually diffusing back into a
molecular soup—death
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Biological Autonomy Autonomy in Biological Systems
Autopoiesis & autonomy [Tho10] I
Boundary
boundary is a central element of autonomy
it is a constitutive element of identity of a system
in a cell, the membrane works as a boundary both containing
processes/components and regulating the interaction with the
environment
boundaries – strict physical ones, not necessarily material – are
essential for an autonomous system
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Biological Autonomy Autonomy in Biological Systems
Autopoiesis & autonomy [Tho10] II
Autonomous systems are closed [Ros14]
organisationally closed in the sense that their organisation is
characterised by their internal network processes
which recursively depend on each other and thus constitute the
system as a unit
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Biological Autonomy Autonomy in Biological Systems
Heteronymous vs. autonomous systems [Tho10, Ros14] I
Heteronymous living systems
A heteronymous living system is one whose organisation is defined by
input-output information flow and external mechanisms of control
traditional computational systems and many network views, for
example, are heteronymous:
they have an input layer and an output layer
the inputs are initially assigned by the observer outside the system
output performance is evaluated in relation to an externally imposed
task
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Biological Autonomy Autonomy in Biological Systems
Heteronymous vs. autonomous systems [Tho10, Ros14] II
Autonomous living systems
An autonomous living system is defined by its endogenous, self-organising,
and self-controlling dynamics and determines the domain in which it
operates
it has input and output—which, alone, do not determine the system
it is the internal self-production process that controls and regulates
the system’s interaction with the outside environment
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Autonomy and Environment I
Autonomy is not autarky
living systems are not independent of their environment
the interchange occurs though the physical boundary
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Autonomy and Environment II
Plants vs. animals
plants exhibit a predominantly open relation to their environment
instead, animals have a more closed form of organisation
the exchange surfaces for metabolism are turned to the inside
special internal organs and internal cavities appear
exchange surfaces on the outside are reduced
the loss of a direct environmental relation corresponds to a gain in
degrees of freedom
stimulus-response relationships in animals tend to be less tightly
connected
signals can internally be enforced, compared to other signals, and
memorised
thus, not a rigid, but rather a flexible relation between organism and
environment emerges
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Robustness
Stability in front of change
many structures and functions as well as proteins and genes have
certain stability in the face of environmental variations and genetic
changes
they are resistant, robust, to perturbations, producing relatively
invariant outputs [Kit02]
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Robustness in Living Systems
Robustness
is understood as a property that allows a system to maintain its
functions against internal and external perturbations and uncertainties
encompasses a broad range of traits, from macroscopic, visible traits
to molecular traits, such as the expression level of a gene or the
three-dimensional conformation of a protein
is widely recognised as an inherent property of all biological systems
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Autonomy & Robustness
autonomy and robustness somehow overlap, but they are not the same
robustness may be seen as a pre-requisite for autonomy: for instance,
self-maintenance requires robustness
or, robustness is a part of autonomy, as it maintains the identity,
structure, and organisation of a living system against well-separated
surroundings
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Principles & Strategies for Robustness [Kit02]
redundancy of components to protect against failure of a specific
component by providing for alternative ways to carry out the
function the component performs
feedback circuits to monitor a system function so as to regulate it
modularity as the encapsulation of functions, for robustness and
evolvability
layering in hierarchical systems to enhance control and robustness
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Homeostasis
Homeostasis is the ability of a system to regulate its internal conditions to
keep some or several functions stable
examples are properties such as temperature or blood composition in
animals
separating internal and external environments
where internal environment is kept relatively stable with respect to
external perturbations
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Biological Autonomy Features of Autonomy
Time Autonomy
living entities establish their own cycles in time
e.g., metabolism, rest-activity cycle, development, reproduction
involving all biochemical, cellular, and organic processes
from reaction rates, frequencies are endogenous, lead to autonomous
cycles, which only later synchronise with external cycles
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Biological Autonomy Increasing Autonomy
Evolutions through Increasing Autonomy
Increasing autonomy [Ros14]
which features are able to contribute to changes in autonomy of an
individual organism?
how can autonomy be defined accordingly in a more formal way?
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Biological Autonomy Increasing Autonomy
38
homeostasis in body fl uids or of central nervous processing is elaborated, this is 
more a change in constitutive autonomy, although both also have relevance for 
interactive autonomy. 
 Several biological elements can contribute in different degrees to changes of 
autonomy (Fig.  3.3 ). They are not general rules or some sort of continuous trends. 
They rather function as a set of resources that can – singly or in combination with 
each other – increase autonomy.
 These elements are probably not complete. The various relations of the 
somewhat- heterogeneous elements to each other will also need further examination 
in the future. However, they can at least be identifi ed within the major evolutionary 
transitions, and changes in them can also be described. Thus, they are relevant. 
 One such element is  spatial separation from the environment , such as with cell 
membranes, cell walls, integuments of metazoans with cuticles, shells, hairs, or 
feathers. To different degrees, they all serve to keep the environment outside the 
organism and to regulate and direct the exchange with it. Changes in their organiza-
tion can contribute to an essential degree to changes in the organism-environment 
relation. 
 Homeostatic functions are means to establish and enhance internal functional 
stability. This overlaps to a large extent with changes in robustness. Another ele-
ment is the displacement of morphological structures or functions from an external 
position into an internal position within the organism, here summarized as  internal-
ization . Multiple processes of internalization are involved in building up the inner 
anatomy of organisms, ontogenetically as well as phylogenetically. During ontog-
eny, gastrulation and neurulation are typical internalizations. During phylogeny, for 
example, the transition from prokaryotes to eukaryotes included the internalization 
of some organisms within others (endosymbiosis). 
Gain in size
e.g.:
reduction of 
the surface/ 
volume ratio
Homeostatic
functions
e.g.: 
- conformer/
regulator
- robustness
Separation
from the
environment
e.g.: 
- membrane
of the cell
- epithelia 
- epidermis
- cuticula
- shells
Internalization
e.g.:
- internalization
of functions
and structures
Flexibility
within the
environment
e.g.:
- physiological
flexibility
- movement
capacity 
- behavioral
flexibility
A U T O N O M Y
 Fig. 3.3  Set of resources to change autonomy 
 
3 The Concept of Biological Autonomy
Resources to change autonomy—from [Ros14]
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Biological Autonomy Increasing Autonomy
A Definition for Autonomy in Living Systems
General autonomy [Ros14]
Living systems are autonomous in the sense that they maintain themselves
in form and function within time and achieve a self-determined flexibility
1 they generate, maintain, and regulate an inner network of interdependent,
energy-consuming processes, which in turn generate and maintain the system
2 they establish a boundary and actively regulate their interaction and exchange with
the environment
3 they specify their own rules of behaviour and react to external stimuli in a
self-determined way, according to their internal disposition and condition
4 they establish an interdependence between the system and its parts within the
organism, which includes a differentiation in subsystems
5 they establish a time autonomy
6 they maintain a phenotypic stability (robustness) in the face of diverse
perturbations arising from environmental changes, internal variability, and genetic
variations
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Autonomy & Evolution
Autonomy in Evolution
autonomy is an essential trait of living systems
many authors observe that evolution progresses through biological
systems with diverse degrees of autonomy
many additional functions resulting from evolutionary processes tends
to improve autonomy
how can autonomy help in understanding evolution?
is it a pattern of evolution?
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Autonomy & Evolution
Increasing Autonomy [Ros14] I
increasing autonomy is defined as an evolutionary shift in the
system-environment relationship, such that
interactive autonomy the direct influences of the environment on the
respective individual systems are gradually reduced
constitutive autonomy stability and flexibility of self-referential,
intrinsic functions within the systems are generated and
enhanced
with respect to the environment
autonomy of living systems is relative
while retaining numerous interconnections with and dependencies on
the external environment
thus, organisms can undergo relative emancipation from environmental
fluctuations, gaining self-determination and flexibility of behaviour
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Autonomy & Evolution
Increasing Autonomy [Ros14] II
a set of resources can be involved to change autonomous capacities
1 changes in spatial separations from the environment
2 changes in homeostatic capacities and robustness
3 internalisation of structures or functions
4 increase in body size
5 changes in the flexibility within the environment, including behavioural
flexibility
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Conclusion
Autonomy as a Driver for Evolution
autonomy is an essential trait of living systems
biological systems evolve towards increasing degrees of autonomy
autonomy is an evolutionary pattern
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Conclusion
Lessons for Complex (Computational) Systems? I
Please go through the above slides again
and try completing the following conceptual exercises
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Conclusion
Lessons for Complex (Computational) Systems? II
Exercise 1
Try comparing the properties of biological systems with those of
complex computational systems
complex artificial systems
complex socio-technical systems
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Conclusion
Lessons for Complex (Computational) Systems? III
Exercise 2
Try comparing the evolutionary path of biological systems with the
potential evolution of
complex computational systems
complex artificial systems
complex socio-technical systems
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